A method is proposed to estimate individual vocal tract parameters based on formant frequency patterns. Vocal tract parameters, such as scaling factors of vocal tract length and area were determined in reference to the given area function of an articulatory synthesizer: deviations of a speaker's formant frequency pattern relative to the reference speaker are attributed to length and area perturbations of the reference speaker's area function. In the present study the approach, already tested with synthetic speech (2), is extended to natural speech. Investigations are carried out with speech samples from a German language data base to find speaker-specific parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Vocal tract dimensions, such as the mean length of the vocal tract or the ratio of the length of the pharynx and the length of the oral cavity are considered to be characteristic parameters of an individual speaker. The individual parameters of various speakers are expected to be suitable to normalize speakers in automatic speech recognition. The method to estimate individual vocal tract parameters proposed here is based on the well-known considerations by Schroeder (3) . He showed that there is a linear relationship between relative formant frequency deviation of the area function. Furthermore, a similar relationship can be derived for the length perturbation of an area function. The following theoretical description is based on Fant (1), who treated the case of discrete area functions by analyzing a LC-network.
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The odd-indexed cosine functions 7 . In case of non-unique solutions SVD chooses the vector # yielding a minimal norm. The SVD further allows to detect and discard linear combinations of the set of equations that are probably corrupted by roundoff error. This also holds for linear combinations that might pull the solution vector off into an area where linear approximation is not valid anymore.
In a former study (2) the performance of the approach was tested by examining synthetic speech, produced by known area functions. Unfortunately, there are only a few studies concerning complete scans of vocal tract area functions. This limitation renders testing the reliability of the algorithm described above more difficult. The problem is approached from another side: The algorithm is validated by processing natural speech. The procedure is judged as successful, if the resulting set of vocal tract parameters shows typical clusters. Thus it is necessary to add a procedure of formant frequency estimation to the algorithm. Here, formant frequencies are estimated by analysing the speech samples by LPC and subsequently determining the zeros of the denominator of the resulting digital filter which correspond to the formant pattern. Simulations with speech samples generated by the synthesizer point out that formant frequency estimation of speech samples generated with fundamental frequency q s r $
t u
Hz (corresponding to a typical male voice) works unproblematically, whereas fundamental frequencies of about q r
G c v w v
Hz (corresponding to a lower female voice) may cause problems.
The complete algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . The synthesizer after Schroeter and Sondhi (4) is the core of the algorithm, since the synthesizer yields energy density functions as well as formant frequencies of the reference speaker. Finally, the synthesizer is important to verify the set of parameters by applying the scaling parameters to the reference speaker's vocal tract. Only such sets of parameters were kept that improve the acoustic agreement (in the sense of the distance between formant-patterns). 
EXPERIMENTS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The algorithm is designed to analyse static vowels -coarticulation or diphthongs would probably blur the expected clusters. Thus, six different static vowels (in SAMPA notation ) spoken by 34 (German) speakers are investigated. As perturbation base four vectors are chosen: the two length scaling vectors described above and the two first area scaling vectors. Fig. 2 gives an impression of the experimental results. The different diagrams show the scaling parameters with respect to the vocal tract shape of the reference speaker. Figure 2(b) shows the length scaling parameters of a speaker with a vocal tract 20-30 % longer and with no prominent trend concerning total (over whole tract) length scaling. The corresponding area scaling factors do not exhibit constant values over all vowels, which seems to be typical. Definitive statements about the latter require further analysis, e. g. multidimensional scaling. Figure 2 (c) shows scaling parameters obtained by analyzing five different speakers covering 85 % (female speaker) to 130 % total length scaling. The partial (scale(oral)/scale(total)) length scaling parameters vary from rather concentrated to more band-type distributions. Finally, Fig. 2(d) shows that scaling parameters from three sessions of one speaker cover nearly the same area in total/partial length scaling plane. Generally, linear scaling of a speaker's vocal tract leads to similar best fits for all vowels. However, the solutions for separate scaling of the vocal tract's parts are scattered over a wide range. Further investigations have to be carried out to find the underlying reasons for the observed patterns of scaling factors, e. g. articulatory effects or wrong choice of the perturbation base or the reference speaker's vocal tract shapes. 
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